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Flooding along related storms is the most important natural hazard in Europe in terms of economic
loss

) in the municipality of Savogna dIsonzo, downstream
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municipality of Savogna dIsonzo.
Actually Savogna dIsonzo is not
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Adaptive Capacity (AC): the combination of the strengths, attributes, and
beneficial opportunities (IPCC
Coping Capacity (CC): the ability of people, organizations, and systems, using available
adverse conditions (IPCC

aggregated. Normalization is the procedure of transforming indicator values with different units of
easure into a dimensionless number (Mojtahed
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the possibility of treating peoples value and
judgments explicitly, logically and systematically

ulnerability index of a certain receptor. For this reason, they need to be weighted and aggregated in

Decision Makers (DMs) (Mojtahed V. et al., 2013).

experts
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stakeholders.

derive from some experts judgement (Eastern Alps
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the data of evacuation cost (Dr. Paolo Nonino, responsible of the technical area of Savogna dIsonzo

benefit analysis its finally

Savogna dIsonzo is a really small municipality and, as the results have revealed,
Its reasonable to think that a
of SERRA was made in a first approximation consulting experts opinion. During this work it was
derived from experts opinion. This is just a first approximation and further studies are n
people

of a South Koreans was estimated at abo
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Peoples life can be saved with a proper ala

population, the municipality, the emergency measures responsible, the people involved in emergency
on the populations
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